Supplementary 
Estimation of genotype prediction accuracy.
Genotypes HG02363  HG02372  HG02377  HG02381  HG02387  HG02388  HG02250  HG02353  HG02371  HG02373 HG02375 HG02386
The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium, Nature, 2015.
Kinship detection using simulated RNA-seq data from genotypes from related individuals ( CDX population).
Genotypes HG00096 HG00097 HG00099 HG00100 HG00101 HG00102 HG00231 HG00232 HG00233 HG00234 HG00235
Kinship detection using simulated RNA-seq data from genotypes from unrelated individuals ( GBR population).
Genotypes HG02133 HG02134 HG02136 HG02137
Kinship detection using simulated RNA-seq data from genotypes from unrelated individuals ( KHV population).
HG02138 HG02139  HG01840  HG01841  HG01842  HG01843  HG01844   Genotypes HG01669  HG01602  HG01670  HG01605  HG01765  HG01766  HG01500  HG01501  HG01503 HG01504 HG01506
Kinship detection using simulated RNA-seq data from genotypes from unrelated individuals ( IBS population).
Kinship detection using simulated RNA-seq data from genotypes from unrelated individuals ( LWK population). HG01121  HG01122  HG01130  HG01131  HG01142  HG01133  HG01134  HG01136 HG01137 HG01139
Genotypes HG01119
Kinship detection using simulated RNA-seq data from genotypes from unrelated individuals ( CLM population). HG00766  HG00844  HG00851  HG00864  HG00867  HG00978  HG00982  HG01028 HG01029 HG01031
Genotypes HG00759
Kinship detection using simulated RNA-seq data from genotypes from unrelated individuals ( CLX population).
Genotypes HG01961
The 1000 Supplementary Table 3 . Expected IBD probabilities of different relationships and degrees of relatedness. Z0, Z1 and Z2 represent the probabilities that a pair of individuals share 0, 1 or 2 identical by descent alleles respectively. 
